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Dear Parents and Carers,
We are fortunate to have an increasingly diverse community and
staff team at La Fontaine Academy and we’re delighted with the
success of La Fontaine’s Diversity Week and the positive and
supportive feedback. The week supported our Relationship
Education curriculum (in line with the National Curriculum) and its
specified intention of ‘teaching respect, positive emotional
wellbeing, healthy relationships and types of family...and avoidance
of stigmatisation.’ Furthermore, it emphasised La Fontaine’s
commitment to STEP’s Equality Policy to promote 'greater
participation in public life of disabled and non-disabled people, a wide range of
people from differing ethnic, cultural and religious backgrounds and people of
differing sexual orientation.’ Should any parents have any reservations as to the
manner in which we approach our statutory commitments and social obligations
regarding diversity, equality and curriculum, please feel free to make an appointment
to see me privately, as articulating personal reservations to members of staff can
cause upset and offence, however unintended.
Mr T Mills
Executive Director of Primary: STEP Academy Trust
Executive Headteacher: La Fontaine Academy

On the theme of our Diversity Week, I am incredibly proud to draw
your attention to pages four, five and six of this newsletter where you
will be able to see some of the wonderful work produced by our
children on the theme of inclusion. Their open minded approach to
learning about people different to themselves is truly inspiring and
gives us real hope for the future!
You will also see that we have been celebrating all things French
today - we had a special guest come to visit our classes to give them
extra French lessons to get them ready for our very exciting ‘French Café’ that will be
taking place next week. Huge thanks to Mme Lee and Mme Dillane for their hard work
and commitment to taking our French curriculum to new highs!
Finally, please see page 8 for a flyer about our upcoming summer fair; it’s been a few
years since we’ve been able to do one of these, so we’re extremely excited!
Mr Tirrell
Our purposeful, knowledge-rich
curriculum delivers academic excellence
and prepares our children to be the
transformational leaders of the future.
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Stars de la semaine: Stars of the week
This week, the following children have consistently demonstrated our La Fontaine values
and so are our stars of the week:
RAF: Dylan & Oran
1AS: Millie & Chris

RMH: Isla & Arabella
1CM: Molly & Raffi

2AB: Grace & Asher

1JW: Carson & Rosie-Marie

2DW: Sienna & Darcey

2MH: Elliott & Isobel
3EC: George & Ethan

RND: Ja’kylah & Parker

2NP: Althea & Rosie
3JG: James & Annabelle

4AH: Theo O. & Noam
5AL: Betsy and Vanessa

4JL: Sofia & Henry
5AM: Camilla & Karin

6AC: Alex & Ainesh

6CI: Jude & Aisling

Congratulations!

This week’s phrase is:
Au secours! Help!
Next week’s phrase is:
À bientôt! See you soon.
A full list, plus a handy pronunciation guide, is on
our website here.

Our purposeful, knowledge-rich
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and prepares our children to be the
transformational leaders of the future.
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A day of French
We were very lucky this
week to be visited by
Eugenie from
Ecole Tricolore.

Eugenie taught a French lesson to
each class and the children were
able to practise asking for food,
ready for Café La Fontaine next
week. They were all very keen to
have a go!

Café La Fontaine.
Next week, wiith the help of some
fantastic Year 6 pupils, who will put their
many years of French learning to great
use, children will take a trip to Café La
Fontaine, where only French is spoken.
It’s going to be fantastique!

Our purposeful, knowledge-rich
curriculum delivers academic excellence
and prepares our children to be the
transformational leaders of the future.
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Diversity Week!
Last week the entire school celebrated the importance of diversity in our community.
We are stronger together and the children across the school did us proud showing
what an accepting and inclusive bunch of young people they are shaping up to be.
We heard from different types of families in one assembly and about representation
and the value of differences in children’s publishing in another. The children showed
off their differences and uniqueness in their learning too. In year one, as you can
see, it ranged from the simple things like writing everything in a colouring pencil of
their choice on Friday (just look at that writing!), to the more advanced task of
logging into Google classroom to open an app and paint a rainbow flag. All the
activities added up to show off what a diverse and inclusive community we are part
of. The teachers could not be prouder of all of them.

Our purposeful, knowledge-rich
curriculum delivers academic excellence
and prepares our children to be the
transformational leaders of the future.
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Year 5
During Diversity Week, we made some ‘black
out poems’. It was really challenging but the
results are amazing—some very profound
messages indeed.

Our purposeful, knowledge-rich
curriculum delivers academic excellence
and prepares our children to be the
transformational leaders of the future.
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Year 5 have really embraced
the message behind diversity
week. Have a look at some
of the work that they made
in their spare time.

Our purposeful, knowledge-rich
curriculum delivers academic excellence
and prepares our children to be the
transformational leaders of the future.
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Sporting success!
Ismael has been awarded Top Goal Scorer for the 2021/2022 season in his football
Team and loves his trophy! He was very proud to hear the announcement at the
presentation day last Saturday.
We’re all incredibly impressed and proud - congratulations, Ismael!

Our purposeful, knowledge-rich
curriculum delivers academic excellence
and prepares our children to be the
transformational leaders of the future.
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Les dates pour votre agenda: Dates for your diary
PE days
Reception - Monday

Year 1 - Thursday

Year 2 - Thursday

Year 3 - Wednesday

Year 4 - Wednesday

Year 5 - Tuesday (plus swimming on Mondays)

Year 6 - Tuesday
On your child’s PE day, please send them to school in their PE kit; they will stay in this all
day to maximise the amount of time they have for their PE lesson.

COVID Guidance
We are continuing to follow the COVID-19 operational guidance for
schools— see link. We are continuing to keep in place a number of control
measures including promoting and ensuring good hygiene for everyone,
maintaining appropriate cleaning regimes and keeping communal spaces
and classrooms well ventilated.
If your child develops COVID-19, the advice is to keep them off school for 5
days from the start of their symptoms or from the day of their positive test. If
they have a negative test result on day 5 and 6 and don’t have a high
temperature, they can return to school and normal life. Call the office, as
usual, to let them know your child has tested positive and keep the office
informed as to how they are doing from day 5.
If someone in your household tests positive, your child can still come to
school. If you do test positive for COVID-19, you can help reduce the spread
of infection with the people you live with by following this advice:


Limit close contacts in the home by reducing time spent in communal
areas.



Regularly clean frequently touched surfaces.



Wash you hands regularly with soap and water, particularly after
coughing or sneezing.

Our purposeful, knowledge-rich
curriculum delivers academic excellence
and prepares our children to be the
transformational leaders of the future.
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NATIONAL
ONLINE
SAFETY
Our purposeful, knowledge-rich curriculum delivers
academic excellence and prepares our children to be
the transformational leaders of the future.
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MENU

Our purposeful, knowledge-rich
curriculum delivers academic excellence
and prepares our children to be the
transformational leaders of the future.
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